Accurate and Standardized Coronary Wave Intensity Analysis.
Coronary wave intensity analysis (cWIA) has increasingly been applied in the clinical research setting to distinguish between the proximal and distal mechanical influences on coronary blood flow. Recently, a cWIA-derived clinical index demonstrated prognostic value in predicting functional recovery postmyocardial infarction. Nevertheless, the known operator dependence of the cWIA metrics currently hampers its routine application in clinical practice. Specifically, it was recently demonstrated that the cWIA metrics are highly dependent on the chosen Savitzky-Golay filter parameters used to smooth the acquired traces. Therefore, a novel method to make cWIA standardized and automatic was proposed and evaluated in vivo. The novel approach combines an adaptive Savitzky-Golay filter with high-order central finite differencing after ensemble-averaging the acquired waveforms. Its accuracy was assessed using in vivo human data. The proposed approach was then modified to automatically perform beat wise cWIA. Finally, the feasibility (accuracy and robustness) of the method was evaluated. The automatic cWIA algorithm provided satisfactory accuracy under a wide range of noise scenarios (≤10% and ≤20% error in the estimation of wave areas and peaks, respectively). These results were confirmed when beat-by-beat cWIA was performed. An accurate, standardized, and automated cWIA was developed. Moreover, the feasibility of beat wise cWIA was demonstrated for the first time. The proposed algorithm provides practitioners with a standardized technique that could broaden the application of cWIA in the clinical practice as enabling multicenter trials. Furthermore, the demonstrated potential of beatwise cWIA opens the possibility investigating the coronary physiology in real time.